We offer evidence that interest rate spreads on syndicated loans to corporate borrowers are economically significantly smaller in Europe than in the U.S., other things equal. Differences in borrower, loan and lender characteristics associated with equilibrium mechanisms suggested in the literature do not appear to explain the phenomenon. Borrowers overwhelmingly issue in their natural home market, and bank portfolios display significant home "bias." This may explain why pricing discrepancies are not competed away, but the fundamental causes of the discrepancies remain a puzzle. Thus, important determinants of loan origination market outcomes remain to be identified, home "bias" appears to be material for pricing, and corporate financing costs differ in Europe and the U.S.
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We offer evidence that prices of syndicated corporate loans differ between the European and U.S. markets, with interest rate spreads smaller in Europe by about 30 basis points on average over the past decade, after controlling for risk and other factors. The differences are economically and statistically significant, with spreads in the European market more than 20 percent less than for comparable loans in the U.S. Levels of differences are larger for riskier borrowers, but differences are roughly proportional to levels of spreads across the risk spectrum.
We cannot reject a hypothesis that price differences are as large today as they were a decade ago.
We control for a host of factors known (or thought) to affect corporate debt decisions and pricing. Although many controls are correlated with levels of spreads, they have little effect on the price difference across markets.
Such a material difference in pricing can persist only if lenders and borrowers fail to cross borders to such an extent that the difference is not competed away. Though our paper focuses on pricing, we provide some evidence about the location of borrowers' and lenders' activity. The data show that borrowers stay home when they can and that they tend to issue in Europe when they must issue abroad. That is, borrowers domiciled in one of the major markets (Europe, U.S., and Asia) almost always issue in that market. Lenders cross borders more frequently, but still display significant home "bias."
1 About one-quarter of the volume of lending in the U.S. and European markets is provided by lenders headquartered elsewhere, but lenders domiciled in a market region still participate in loans made in that market significantly more frequently than the share of such loans in the world syndicated loan market. This market segmentation likely prevents competition from causing prices to converge in the two markets. Our results are important to financial intermediation because they imply that economically important determinants of loan prices and quantities remain to be identified in the literature. Our results are important for corporate finance because loans are an important source of firms' external finance and we show that costs of loan finance differ in Europe and the U.S. (Houston and James (1996) find that two-thirds of U.S. firms' total debt is bank debt, and half is bank debt at firms with public debt outstanding). Our results are important to the international finance literature because they are consistent with first-order pricing effects of home bias, not just 1 We borrow the term "home bias" from the international finance literature, which documents that individuals underweight foreign stocks in their portfolios relative to weights suggested by models of optimal diversification. Since these models rely on risk aversion as the fundamental source of demand for diversification, the applicability to presumably risk-neutral banks is not obvious, so "bias" may not be the best term. Nevertheless, since the term is familiar, we use it. 2 We speculate that the administrative vehicle for home bias is banks' internal country or regional lending limits, which in turn would explain why U.S. borrowers do not flock to the cheaper European market (they would not be welcome if European banks already are at their limits for U.S. exposure). Of course, attributing home bias to lending limits simply translates the home bias puzzle into a limits puzzle.
quantity effects. In passing, we also shed light on hypotheses already in the financial intermediation literature, for example whether the distance between lenders and borrowers matters (Petersen and Rajan 2002; Degryse and Ongena 2005) .
Most financial research casts "location" in terms of the domicile of the issuer or the investors. However, the markets in which issuers and investors transact can differ in location from their domiciles. Just as wholesale buyers and sellers of fashionable clothing may meet and transact in New York or Paris even though their firms are located elsewhere, transactions in syndicated loans tend to be centered in London or New York or Hong Kong. We analyze the impact of borrower and lender domicile, but we cast most of our analysis in terms of market location because it is consistent with market practice and because it provides the most illuminating view. The reasons why "market" matters are a subject for future research---this paper only provides evidence that it does.
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The natural first hypothesis about pricing differences is that the characteristics of loans and borrowers differ across markets, that is, all else is not equal. Our empirical tests control for a wide variety of factors and mechanisms suggested in the corporate debt and financial intermediation literatures, including potential cross-market differences in: credit risk, non-price terms of loans (e.g. maturity); asymmetric information or moral hazard (Diamond 1984; Berlin and Mester 1992) ; legal regime (La Porta et al 1997) ; multi-product package pricing practices;
regulation (McCauley and Seth 1992) ; and others. We find that many of these considerations are material to loan pricing, but the difference in average loan spreads across markets persists, suggesting that the market effect is not due to well-understood differences in the composition of borrower and loan characteristics. Moreover, the pricing difference is not driven by borrowers from a subset of European countries nor by lenders from a subset of countries, nor does it appear to be due to state-owned banks nor differences in regulation across countries.
The natural second hypothesis is that unexplained price differences are due to errors in our data or to weakness of the proxy variables we use in testing hypotheses. It does not appear to be a data problem: The result is remarkably robust, and we have cross-checked key variables with alternative sources. We use multiple proxies for credit risk, which is the most important control variable. A conclusion that weak proxies are at fault cannot be ruled out, but such a conclusion would be an implicit indictment of much of the empirical literature on corporate debt because we use conventional variables and are left with an economically important puzzle.
We cannot reject a hypothesis that our finding is evidence of market inefficiency in the sense of myopic behavior by market participants, but the size of the pricing difference and the sophistication of syndicated loan market participants lead us to discount this possibility. The most active lenders are large banks headquartered in a variety of nations, each with significant international operations. Many lend in both the U.S. and Europe. Moreover, borrowers are large corporations, many with international operations. It is difficult to believe that such market participants would fail to cross oceans in pursuit of lower financing costs due to myopia.
We are left with an economically material pricing puzzle, which appears to be in two parts.
One part, home bias, is itself a familiar puzzle in the literature. Whatever causes lender home bias and borrowers' propensity to stay home almost surely contributes to the loan pricing difference by limiting competition. Our paper adds to the importance of the home bias puzzle by providing evidence that it may be relevant for prices. However, regional biases of lenders and borrowers are not a sufficient condition for pricing differences. Some additional factor or friction, some difference in supply or demand conditions, must push loan prices to different equilibrium values in different regions. The existence of this factor or friction is a new puzzle revealed by our paper.
Our evidence is important in other respects. For regulators, one implication is that loan prices should be used with care in banking supervision. Ashcraft and Morgan (2003) suggest that a high incidence of relatively high-spread loans in a bank's portfolio might be evidence of excessive risk-taking. Our evidence implies that controlling for differences in loan and borrower characteristics, including location, may be important to proper regulatory use of loan price information. For macroeconomists, our evidence implies that even large corporate loan markets of major industrial nations may be rather segmented. Thus, domestic regulatory and monetary policies may have more significant impact on the availability and cost of loan finance and economic activity than in a fully integrated world.
This paper contributes to the broader literature on financial integration. One strand of this literature, including Flood and Rose (2003) , tests whether the law of one price holds across markets, interpreting rejections as evidence of less than fully integrated markets. Another focuses on portfolio shares and capital flows (Karolyi and Stulz (2002) offer a survey, and Buch, Driscoll and Ostergaard (2004) examine home bias in bank portfolios). A third strand, including
Berger, Dai, Ongena and Smith (2003) and Santos and Tsatsaronis (2002) , examines whether the nationality of providers of financial services affects prices or quantities of such services. Most of the literature focuses on equity, bond and money markets. Adam et al (2002) offer a review that implies that some markets are integrated while others are not.
Other papers that empirically examine syndicated loans include Dennis and Mullineaux (2000) , which studies syndicated loans in the U.S.; Bae and Goyal (2003) and Casolaro, Focarelli, and Pozzolo (2003) , which examine the pricing of internationally syndicated loans;
and Angbazo, Mei and Saunders (1998) , which reports estimates of factor models for highly leveraged transaction loans.
A question relevant to interpretation of our results is whether spreads on European and U.S.
corporate bonds differ on average. Mahajan and Fraser (1986) find that they do not. A thorough investigation using more recent individual-bond data is beyond the scope of this paper (the data and institutional considerations would be quite different than for loans), but we did briefly examine spreads estimated using daily Merrill Lynch bond index yields and swap data for the period 1999-May 2003 for A-and BBB-rated firms. After accounting for duration and currency effects, we find only small mean and median differences in bond spreads.
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The remainder of the paper is in five parts. Section 2 describes the data and provides some institutional background. Section 3 presents simple summary statistics about loan flows.
Sections 4 and 5 discuss a number of hypotheses about why loan pricing might differ by region and present evidence about their relevance. Section 6 offers concluding remarks.
Data and institutional background
Though loans have been syndicated at least since the Medici era, the market became organized and prominent beginning in the 1960s, serving large multinational corporations, sovereigns, and quasi-governmental entities. Syndicated loans are typically floating-rate debt in which the interest rate paid on outstanding balances is specified as a market-determined base rate plus a spread specified in the loan contract. The rate the borrower pays is reset periodically to reflect the market value of the base rate at the time. The base rate is frequently LIBOR, but EURIBOR, TIBOR and other base rates are also used. All lenders are party to the same debt contract. During syndication, one or more lead lenders seek additional lenders to be party to the contract, relieving the borrower of the need to find lenders and to negotiate a separate contract with each lender. 4 We swapped U.S. and European bond index yields into spreads over dollar LIBOR, and adjusted for the cost of converting the resulting spread, which is denominated in euros, to dollars using forward exchange rates. We then regressed U.S. -European spread differences on the difference and the square of the difference in the average duration of the two Merrill Lynch bond indexes, interpreting intercepts as the adjusted mean difference (R 2 near 0.5). Intercepts are 1.9 basis points for BBB and 4.8 bps for A rated bonds. Without the duration adjustment, means (medians) are 21 (12) bps and 10 (5) bps for BBB and A, respectively. All data are from Bloomberg. We do not claim that this is strong evidence of no bond spread difference -that would require careful analysis of individual bond data -but it does corroborate Mahajan and Fraser (1986). Loans are characterized according to the location of the market in which they are issued as well as by the location of the borrower and the lenders. For example, the early modern syndicated loan market was centered in London and served borrowers from around the world, perhaps in part because London hosted the most important market for the Eurodollar bank deposits that paid LIBOR. That is, most borrowers and lenders were domiciled outside the United Kingdom, but they met to do deals in London, much as transactions in real goods and services may occur in a marketplace distant from the home of the buyer and seller. Today, London, New York, and Hong Kong are the most prominent markets, but smaller markets exist in continental Europe, the South Pacific, and elsewhere (we combine loans from all European sub-markets in defining the European market empirically). Many global banks have separate loan desks in each of these markets that serve local borrowers. Typically, borrowers choose to issue in their local or regional market, and lead banks focus their syndicate-building efforts on banks that commonly participate in that market.
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Volumes have become large over the past two decades as the market has come to serve the loan financing needs of many medium-sized corporations. Volumes grew especially rapidly in the United States during the late 1980s and early 1990s, but since 1992 volume has grown somewhat more rapidly in the European and Asian markets than in the U.S. market (Figure 1 ).
Data on syndicated loans are from Dealogic's Loanware database, which has information about loan borrowers, lenders, pricing, and non-price terms at origination but no information about repayment history. Loanware is broadly similar to Loan Pricing Corporation's (LPC) Dealscan database, but the two differ in coverage, especially in earlier years. LPC's data collection efforts were focused primarily on the U.S. loan market until the late 1990s, whereas entries in Loanware are largely from non-U.S. markets until the early 1990s. We use Loanware because we examine global activity, but we use data only for loans originated during [1992] [1993] [1994] [1995] [1996] [1997] [1998] [1999] [2000] [2001] [2002] because Loanware coverage of U.S. loans appears markedly less complete before 1992. 6 5 Some banks operate in only one market, typically their home market (the largest banks tend to operate in all markets). Thus, one institutional feature that distinguishes one market from another is that the "rolodex" that lead banks use in building syndicates is somewhat different in each market. 6 We compared Loanware and Dealscan's coverage of loans by drawing small random samples of loans from each and searching for matching loans in the other database. Dealscan has no or incomplete information for about 80 percent of European-market loans found in Loanware from 1992-97, but overlap is good (about 90 percent) from 1998 on. Dealscan has information for about 80 percent of U.S.-market loans found in Loanware throughout 1992-2002 and over 90 percent if very small loans are ignored. However, Loanware appears more likely to make minor errors in recording lender identities and roles in the earlier years.
We compared total volumes of U.S.-market loans by year in Loanware and Dealscan and found them to be similar. However, 8 of 22 U.S.-market loans randomly drawn from Dealscan do not appear in Loanware, with no apparent trend in the miss rate. About half the misses are smaller-than-average loans but none are tiny. It may be that the implied undercount in Loanware is specific to the sample, since total volumes of U.S.-market loans in the two databases appear similar. Overall, the facts imply Loanware is the better choice for this paper's purposes.
Ratings are our primary measure of borrower credit quality. Loanware includes ratings, but we also match borrowers by name with Moody's Default Risk Service database, which includes a history of Moody's corporate rating actions, in order to measure the evolution of borrower credit quality after loans are made (Covtiz and Harrison (2003) examine rating migrations).
Where both a Moody's and an S&P rating are available, we use the riskier of the two ratings (results are robust to using just Moody's or just S&P ratings).
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Although a number of previous studies have used accounting ratios as proxies for credit quality, most such studies have focused on U.S. firms, which are subject to uniform accounting standards. We do not focus on such measures because of the difficulty of adjusting the ratios of borrowers in different nations to be compatible; however, our results are robust to the inclusion of standard measures of firm size, leverage, and profitability, as described further below. As an additional measure of credit risk, we use the estimate of borrower default probability ("EDF") produced by Moody's KMV's CreditMonitor implementation of Merton's (1974) model. EDFs are available only for a subset of our pricing sample, as described further below.
We use loans to borrowers domiciled in any nation when examining international loan flows.
However, to reduce the problem of unmeasured credit quality correlated with nationality, our pricing sample includes only loans to borrowers in a set of industrialized nations that approximates the membership of the OECD.
8 Country risk assessments often influence loan pricing and origination decisions for emerging-market borrowers. Although country risk may also affect pricing in our sample, we expect the effects to be much smaller than for emergingmarket borrowers and to be reflected to a greater extent in the ex post rating measures we use as control variables. Results reported later in the paper are consistent with this view.
We control for the nationality of both borrowers and lenders. 9 It is common for syndicates to involve lenders with different nationalities, and the importance of these lenders may vary as a function of their role in the syndicate. For example, the lead or agent banks in a syndicate are often thought to play a larger role and to be better informed than other participant banks (Dennis 7 About one-quarter of the Moody's ratings reported in Loanware are incorrect, but the majority of the errors are a single tick on the rating scale. Loanware's reported ratings are a little bit riskier than corrected ratings on average, but the bias is similar for loans made in both the U.S. and European markets, as is the error rate. 8 We use OECD countries, but we omit Poland, Slovakia, Czechoslovakia, and Turkey, and we include in the sample non-OECD countries Hong Kong, Singapore and Taiwan. Other OECD countries in the sample include the U.S., Canada, U.K. including Ireland, Germany, France, Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Austria, Portugal, New Zealand, Japan, Australia, Belgium, Finland, Iceland, South Korea, Liechtenstein, Monaco, and Luxembourg. As a practical matter, borrowers from the first dozen or so countries dominate our pricing sample. 9 Our data allow us to distinguish between the nationality of the parent organization and the particular subsidiary that is borrowing or lending. Our results are not materially affected by the distinction.
and Mullineaux 2000). Consequently, when we examine effects of differences in the nationality of syndicates, we check robustness by using several different sets of variables:
• A dummy variable for whether the syndicate includes any lender or any lead bank with nationality different from that of the borrower.
• A dummy variable indicating whether all lenders or all lead banks have nationality different from that of the borrower.
• Dummy variables that indicate the presence of any lenders from particular nations or regions.
• The fraction of syndicate lenders from each nation or region.
Many loan deals include multiple parts, or 'tranches', such as a line of credit and a term loan.
Pricing and the identity of lenders can differ across tranches within a deal, so we use tranches as the unit of analysis, but results are similar if deals are the unit of analysis.
Our primary measure of loan price is an all-in interest rate spread that includes the contract spread over LIBOR on the loan's outstanding balance plus any annual fee and any upfront fee prorated over the life of the loan. Fee information is often missing in Loanware, so we include in factor models a dummy variable for the presence of fee information that helps control for such noise in our pricing measure. the European market for historical reasons (as noted, London was the center of the market years ago), but it is also possible that firms that must issue far from home choose the cheaper market.
In contrast to borrowers, lenders are more likely to cross borders, at least as a group. The left panel of Table 2 shows that 20 to 30 percent of lending in each market is by out-of-region lenders. By-volume and by-number results are similar except for the U.S., where a difference arises because non-U.S. lenders are more likely to participate in large loans than in small loans.
14 As shown in the middle panel, lead lenders are somewhat less likely to be domiciled outside the market, especially in the U.S., where only 12 percent of lead lenders are foreign.
Although lenders cross borders more than borrowers, the fractions in Table 2 are small enough to hint that lenders may be subject to home bias (as noted previously, "bias" may not be the best term for the loan market, but we follow the literature's terminology). The degree to which total loan portfolios mimic the world loan portfolio cannot be measured accurately with
Loanware data because many bank assets are not syndicated loans (and some syndicated loans do not appear in Loanware). However, virtually all banks have substantial volumes of loans that are almost by necessity domestic because such loans are originated to small firms through domestic branches. 15 Thus, lenders that seek to invest in the world loan portfolio would overweight foreign borrowers in the syndicated-loan portion of their portfolios. The final row of Table 3 gives the shares of lenders from each region in the global market.
U.S. lenders' share, at about 50 percent, is smaller than U.S. borrowers' share, which is about 67 percent (the latter not shown in table), whereas European and Other-region lenders' shares are somewhat larger than those of borrowers from the same region.
Pricing: Univariate statistics, base factor model, and the usual suspects
As noted, we focus on the U.S. and European markets in analyzing pricing and we restrict attention to borrowers from industrialized nations. In part, we do so because we expect integration to be most complete for these markets and borrowers. Moreover, we usually omit Asian loan markets because usable loan samples are relatively small and because the 1997 Asia crisis complicates interpretation of results. We omit borrowers from emerging-market nations because a greater role for country-risk effects on borrower credit quality complicates analysis and interpretation.
We examine all-in interest rate spreads at origination because all our sample loans are floating-rate instruments, so borrowing costs differ across firms only to the extent that spreads 15 Commercial banks dominate lending in the syndicated loan market.
16 Buch, Driscoll, and Ostergaard (2003) also find that banks from France, Germany, the U.K. and the U.S. display a home bias in their aggregate asset portfolios. 17 If shares are computed separately for rated and unrated borrowers, lenders are more overweight the unrated firms in their region, but are economically significantly overweight both rated and unrated borrowers. Thus, home bias characterizes our pricing sample as well as in the full sample.
and fees differ. 18 The main challenge is controlling for differences in borrower characteristics and in the non-price terms of loans, particularly credit risk, since that is the primary risk borne by lenders.
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Ratings are our primary measure of credit quality. Table 4 displays the distribution of loan volume in each market by agency grade for loans to borrowers for which we have a rating at the time the loan contract was signed. As noted, we use the riskier of Moody's and S&P's rating if both are available (results are qualitatively similar if we use one or the other). Loans to belowinvestment-grade borrowers are substantially less common in the European market, whereas AAA and AA-rated borrowers are more common. That we require a rating for the borrower at issuance greatly reduces the size of the sample usable for pricing analysis. Many borrowers are not rated, especially in the European market, and Loanware does not always report ratings for rated borrowers, although our match to Moody's DRS database mitigates the latter problem. Non-price characteristics of loans differ somewhat across the two markets, as shown in Table   6 . The left panel has averages for the full sample and the right panel for the pricing (regression) sample to give a sense of how the two differ. Focusing first on the pricing sample in Panel B, although a number of characteristics are similar on the whole, original maturities are about a year longer in the European market, average loan sizes are quite a bit larger, secured loans are less common, and special-purpose financings and government-affiliated borrowers are more common. 20 Several such differences are related to differences in rating patterns across the two 18 Costs might differ if floating base rates differ across contracts, for example LIBOR versus EURIBOR, but all loans in our pricing sample have LIBOR base rates. 19 Prepayment risk driven by credit quality changes might be materially different across the two markets. Most corporate loans are prepayable without penalty, so borrowers with improving credit quality tend to refinance in order to obtain smaller spreads. However, as discussed further below, post-issuance rating migration rates are similar in the European and U.S. markets, so prepayment risk seems likely to be similar on average. Interest-rate driven prepayment risk is immaterial because loans are floating-rate. 20 We speculate that the small incidence of lines of credit in Europe in the full sample is associated with the popularity in Europe of demand deposit accounts with overdraft privileges. The share of lines of credit is similar in Europe and the U.S. in the rated sample. We speculate that rated firms, which are larger, need large amounts of flexible financing, implying a need for overdraft facilities at many banks, which is cumbersome to manage.
markets. 21 Similarly, most of the differences between the full sample (Panel A) and the regression sample arise because the unrated firms that appear in the full sample differ in size from rated firms. 
Base specification
The differences in characteristics shown in Table 6 (or other differences in market composition) may account for the differences in spreads in Table 5 . We test hypotheses about determinants of differences in spreads by estimating ordinary least squares factor models for spreads that include various combinations of control and proxy variables. Panel 1 of Table 7 reports results for a base-case specification that includes:
• Dummy variables for each tick on the agency rating scale. The omitted category is loans to borrowers rated A+, the safest in the sample, so estimated coefficients measure the premium that successively riskier borrowers paid on average across the two markets.
Estimated values increase monotonically and magnitudes appear reasonable. We drop loans to borrowers rated AA-or better because their number is so small that estimation problems accompany their inclusion.
• Dummy variables for changes (migration) of the borrower's Moody's rating during the year following the loan origination date for that part of the sample we were able to match to the Moody's database. The omitted category is no migration. We include migration variables to at least partly control for some likely defects of agency ratings as indicators of credit risk: 1) Agency ratings alone may be incomplete descriptors of credit risk.
Such ratings represent long-run average or stress-scenario views of credit risk that often do not reflect shorter-term variations in risk that may be priced by lenders; 2) Ratings are often described as somewhat stale indicators; and 3) Banks are often thought to possess private information about borrower credit quality beyond that possessed by the agencies.
Estimated coefficients imply that loan spreads reflect some of the information that later appears as downgrades and upgrades. Results are qualitatively similar if the base rating used in computing migrations is dated three months after the loan origination date, implying that the measured effects are due more to private information in banks' possession than to stale ratings. Coefficients are somewhat smaller in absolute value 21 Fewer firms are rated in Europe and those that are rated are even more likely to be very large than in the U.S.
(and large firms tend to issue large loans). The fraction of investment-grade borrowers is larger in Europe than in the U.S. and low-risk firms are less likely to post collateral. 22 To provide a sense of the range of the two continuous variables in Panel B of Table 6, when the horizon for migration is two years rather than one, implying that banks' ability to anticipate credit quality changes decreases with the time horizon. The dummy for "no migration information" takes a value of one for loans to borrowers that we were unable to match to the Moody's database. Migration rates are similar for loans issued in the U.S.
and European loan markets (not shown in tables). If dummies that interact "European market" with migration dummies are included, the only statistically significant coefficients are for downgrades of 2 or 3 ticks and of 4 or more ticks, and these have opposite signs. We view this as evidence that ex ante pricing of migration is similar in the two markets.
• Dummy variables for the year of loan origination, with 1992 the omitted category.
Estimated coefficients imply that, relative to 1992, 1993-1998 were years of lower expected credit risk, but spreads moved higher beginning in 1999, coincident with increased corporate bond default rates, the aftermath of the Russian debt default crisis of 1998, and the advent of the euro. These results are consistent with known variation in expected default rates by grade at short to medium horizons.
• The natural logarithm of the face amount of the loan commitment expressed in dollars.
Larger loans typically carry lower spreads, all else equal. Prior research has suggested several possible reasons, including larger borrowers' greater transparency and access to capital markets (such borrowers typically issue larger loans), and fixed costs of making the loan. The impact of firm size is discussed below.
• A dummy for term loans, which are typically fully drawn at issuance, and a dummy for bridge loans and loans of unknown type. The omitted category is lines of credit.
Coefficients imply that loans likely to be at least partly drawn at issuance carry economically significantly higher spreads.
• Dummies for the stated purpose of the loan, including takeover and recapitalization finance; loans financing ships, aircraft, and special-purpose vehicles; project finance; and commercial paper backups. "General corporate purposes" is the omitted category. The results indicate that loans financing takeovers are more risky while backup lines are less risky.
• A dummy for loans for which fees are included in the all-in spread. Fee information is missing for some Loanware records. This variable helps to control for biases arising from such omissions. As noted previously, results are robust to use of spreads as the pricing measure, that is, ignoring all fees.
• A dummy for loans involving multiple obligors (such obligors are typically affiliated with each other), and a dummy for borrowers that are government-owned or affiliated • 21 dummies representing our judgmental coding of the industry of the borrower, not shown in the table to save space. Most coefficients are small and not statistically significant, but state-owned banks and oil-industry borrowers pay smaller spreads, whereas real estate, telecom, and leisure-industry borrowers pay higher spreads.
Our base specification does not include a control for the currency of the loan, but results are robust to inclusion of dummy variables for the currency in which the loan is denominated. 23 We omit currency from the base specification because the currency of non-dollar loans is highly correlated with borrower domicile, which is analyzed below.
Coefficients on almost all the aforementioned variables (apart from industry dummies) are statistically and economically significant. However, estimated coefficients on two dummy variables indicating issuance of a loan in the European market, shown in the second and third rows of Table 7 , are negative and economically and statistically significant, implying that crossmarket differences in the incidence of characteristics included in the regression do not account for the smaller spreads observed in Europe. The two variables split the sample period into 1992-98, during which spreads were lower by about 20 bps in Europe relative to the U.S., and 1999-2002, during which spreads were about 40 bps lower (the average difference over 1992-2002 is 29 bps, not shown). The p-value for a hypothesis that the coefficients are equal is less than .0001. We chose to split the sample at 1999 because that year marked the beginning of use of the euro, because the recent bulge in corporate default rates began in that year, and because the Asian and Russian crises were in 1997-98.
Panels 2 and 3 of Table 7 split the sample into loans to investment-grade and junk borrowers, respectively. Coefficients on the European market subsample dummies are again all negative and significant, but they are much more negative for the below-investment-grade sector, and the difference in coefficients for the two periods is significant only for junk, not for loans to investment-grade borrowers. Values of coefficients on the control variables differ in panels 2 and 3, but patterns of sign and significance are generally similar.
The factor model imposes the assumption that the same factor is priced similarly in the U.S.
and Europe. Although this assumption can be rejected for some factors, interacting variables with market of issuance leaves the pricing difference across markets unchanged for the mean loan. We also estimated the base case model for a few subsamples, including only term loans, only lines of credit, only loans falling in a given maturity range, and only loans with a given purpose, and found qualitatively similar results for the difference in pricing across markets.
In remaining tables, we employ a piecewise strategy in adding factors to the model. For each of several hypotheses, we report results of adding only factors relevant to that hypothesis to the model. This is largely to keep the presentation tractable. Table 15 reports results when a representative set of all factors are included, but it does not show every variant that appears in Tables 7-13 .
Seniority and maturity
The base specification omits a number of characteristics that Loanware records, including original maturity, guarantees, secured status and amortization features. Although we suspect data on guarantees, secured status and amortization are incomplete, we have no reason to believe the measurement error differs across markets. However, default risk may be related to these loan characteristics. Moreover, the loss given default (LGD) that lenders expect also affects expected losses and spreads, and loan terms like collateral and guarantees affect LGD. Thus, systematic differences in such non-price terms across markets might be responsible for observed differences in pricing.
We omit these variables from the base specification in order to make it relatively free of concerns about simultaneity (these variables are especially likely to be determined simultaneously with spreads). Results when indicator variables for these features are added to the base specification are reported in Table 8 . 24 Coefficients on the added variables are statistically and economically significant, apart from the bullet-loan dummy, but there is no material change in the coefficients on the European-market dummies relative to the values in Table 7 . As has been found previously (Berger and Udell 1990), coefficients on the guarantee and collateral variables are generally positive even though such terms are expected to reduce
LGD, no doubt because riskier borrowers are more likely to pledge collateral and obtain guarantees.
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Systematic differences in LGD between the U.S. and Europe as a whole, perhaps due to differences in bankruptcy regimes, would influence loan spreads even if non-price terms of loans are similar. However, several pieces of evidence imply that LGD differences do not explain our pricing puzzle. To explain the difference in spreads we observe, LGDs would have to be better 24 Results on the European market dummy are qualitatively unchanged if we omit loan size and the term loan and bridge loan dummies from the base specification. These variables may also be endogenous. 25 We can reject hypotheses that coefficients on the maturity dummies are the same, both for all three coefficients and pairwise. Thus, our data imply a non-linear relationship between spreads and maturity.
for European borrowers (which comprise most of our European-market sample) than for U.S. LGDs and that this could cause our result if many of our sample loans are to borrowers in these countries. However, in this case, we should find that borrower-country effects explain the U.S.-Europe spread difference. As described further below, we cannot reject a hypothesis of no country effects within Europe. lower European market spreads appears to be present for the junk grades. Table 9 displays only coefficients for the 1992-98 and 1999-2002 European market subperiod dummies from separate regressions for each grade. Coefficients become less negative for loans to both A and BBB-rated borrowers, and more negative for both BB and B grades, although the differences are statistically significant only for A and B.
On the whole, no trend
Even though some hypotheses of equality of spread differences over time are rejected, we are not persuaded that trends exist in loan spread differences across the two markets. The apparent trend toward convergence of pricing for loans to A-rated borrowers is driven by the unusual year-2000 observation that is evident in Figure 2 . And the pricing sample includes only 39
European-market loans to B-rated borrowers during 1999-2002. We are reluctant to conclude that there has been a trend away from pricing convergence based on such a relatively small subsample.
Borrowers in one or a few countries do not drive the result
We also explore whether pricing differences or trends are driven by loans to borrowers in just one or a few countries. Table 10 reports the number of sample loans made in the European market to borrowers from each of several groupings of countries. The relatively small numbers of loans issued by firms in European countries, especially for the junk grades, limits our ability to sharply distinguish among some hypotheses related to nationality. Table 11 reports results from regressions that include dummy variables for each group of nations for each of the two subperiods, with the sample used to produce panel 1 limited to investment-grade loans and panel 2 to junk. All control variables from the base specification appear in these regressions, but nonrating, non-time variables are not shown in Table 11 to make space for the country dummy coefficients. Focusing first on the investment-grade case, all but one country coefficient is negative, and though magnitudes differ, on the whole values are rather similar across nations, except that coefficients are more negative for loans to borrowers domiciled in Mediterranean countries and in rest-of world countries. However, dropping these countries from the regressions reported in Table 7 leaves results qualitatively unchanged (the market-dummy coefficients become just a little less negative). 26 Moreover, a hypothesis that coefficients are equal for all other country-groups is not rejected.
Results are broadly similar for the junk segment (panel 2), but here the Germanic countries are those with a coefficient statistically significantly different from the rest of the pack, and only for 1999-2002. As shown in Table 10 , the sample includes only two loans to Germanic belowinvestment-grade firms. Dropping them from the sample does not materially affect overall results.
In addition to the infrequent rejection of hypotheses of equality across countries, the addition of these variables to the base specification increased adjusted-R 2 values only by .007 and .001
for the investment-grade and junk cases, respectively. Thus, on the whole, the apparent difference in pricing across markets appears to be a regional or market phenomenon rather than being country-specific.
Loans issued by U.S. borrowers in the European market are especially interesting because borrower nationality is the same for them regardless of the market in which they issue. 27 Such borrowers paid spreads similar to those paid by European firms during 1992-98 (that is, smaller 26 Numbers of observations are relatively small for these countries. Moreover, most sample loans to Italian and Greek firms are to government-related and bank borrowers. Thus, their effects on averages were partly controlled by industry dummies. 27 Although only about half a percent of all European market loans are to U.S. borrowers, over ten percent of our pricing sample is loans to U.S. borrowers because U.S. firms are far more likely to be rated than European firms.
than in the U.S. market). 
Pricing: Hypotheses from the financial intermediation literature
The evidence in the previous section strongly suggests that spreads are lower in the European market for otherwise similar loans and borrowers. However, the factor models reported in Tables 7-11 control only for the most obvious loan and borrower characteristics. The literature on corporate finance and financial intermediation is rich with reasons why loan markets may depart from the simple homogenous-good, competitive-market paradigm. In this section, we review several possible explanations for pricing differences and present evidence related to each.
Our ability to test some of the explanations is limited by the limitations of available data.
Asymmetric information effects
Diamond ( revealed. Taken together, the body of such work suggests that the identity of lenders may matter; that is, the same borrower might pay different spreads to one set of lenders than to another because of differences in lenders' information about the borrower's credit quality. The existence of such differences may represent a constrained efficient outcome if some borrowers wish to avoid revealing their type.
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Loan size and rating migration variables may control for asymmetric-information effects to some extent, but not completely. If lenders' ability to mitigate information problems is correlated with differences in lender and borrower nationality, and if lender nationality patterns differ across markets, then observed differences in pricing might be due to information effects.
We offer evidence about this hypothesis by including measures of syndicate nationality in the base-case factor model. We add indicators for the presence of any lender with nationality different from that of the borrower and for any lead lender with nationality different from that of the borrower, both separately and together. In another set of regressions, we add variables measuring the fraction of lenders with nationality different from that of the borrower and the fraction of lead lenders with different nationality, again both separately and together; and in other regressions whether there are any, and the fraction of, lenders and lead lenders from outside the borrower's home region, again separately and together. We would expect economically statistically significantly positive coefficients on (at least some of) these variables if differences in lender and borrower nationality make it more difficult for lenders to understand borrower credit quality.
Results for these variables are not shown in tables because in no case does their addition have a material effect on the coefficients of the European market dummies. Moreover, coefficients on the additional variables are economically small and never statistically significant for investment-grade loans. In seven of the dozen regressions involving only junk loans, at least one of these variables is statistically significant at the ten percent level, but magnitudes are small (usually around an implied 5 basis point maximum effect) and signs differ. Most of the significant cases involve lead-lender variables, that is, the presence of any lead lender (or a higher fraction of lead lenders) with nationality different from the borrower is associated with higher spreads. However, a higher fraction of lenders in any role with nationality different from the borrower is associated with slightly smaller spreads.
It seems less likely that lenders of different nationality would differ in their ability to mitigate information problems for all borrowers. However, we test an observationally similar hypothesis in the next subsection and find little support.
Overall, the data offer little support that differences in lender ability to mitigate information problems are at the heart of the cross-market pricing differences we observe. It is important to note that our results do NOT imply that asymmetric information is unimportant. The statistical and economic significance of loan size and rating-migration variables could be interpreted as evidence that asymmetric information is generally important in the syndicated loan market.
However, our evidence does imply that lenders' ability to manage information problems is not stronger for borrowers located in their own domicile or region, implying that nationality differences per se, or distance per se, are not particularly important to syndicated loan pricing.
Ex post monitoring
Berlin and Mester (1991) and Smith and Warner (1979) suggest that loan covenants and loan renegotiation play an important role in alleviating moral hazard, especially asset substitution.
Carey, Prowse, Rea and Udell (1992) and Carey, Sharpe and Post (1998) extend the idea, arguing that differences in lenders' tendency to hold up borrowers during renegotiations, and lenders' reputation for doing so, are an important determinant of the structure of financial markets. A lender with a reputation for agreeing to reasonable contract revisions is preferred by borrowers, other things equal, and can charge higher spreads at origination, but such a lender must protect its reputation by avoiding borrowers that will require harsh discipline because such discipline will harm the lender's reputation. It is possible that lenders of different nationality may have renegotiation policies and reputations that differ because of differences in homemarket law, regulation, and financial system structure. A lender that chooses renegotiation policies that are optimal for its domestic market may essentially offer a different loan product in the eyes of global syndicated loan market borrowers than a lender from another nation, and thus spreads may differ with lender nationality.
This hypothesis might explain cross-market differences in pricing if the share of lenders with each nationality differs across markets and if lender nationality is correlated with pricing.
However, as shown in Table 12 , when we add to the base specification a set of variables giving the fraction of lenders falling in the same nationality-groups employed in Table 12 ). If the monitoring hypothesis is correct, such lenders must have a tendency to hold up borrowers in renegotiations and thus must accept smaller spreads at origination. However, renegotiations are generally thought to be more likely for riskier borrowers, and the lead lenders in a syndicate are often thought to play a particularly important role in renegotiations. Thus, we would expect the Mediterranean-lender effect to be even stronger in the other columns of Table 12 , and yet the opposite is the case.
Another implication of the monitoring hypothesis is that the presence of lenders with a given nationality in a syndicate should have the same impact in both the U.S. and the European markets because a lender's reputation is likely to be global. We omit the market-time period dummies from the regressions but interact them with the lender nationality variables.
Hypotheses of equality of coefficients across markets for lenders for a given country can be rejected for about half the country groupings (not shown in tables), but the rejections differ for investment-grade and junk cases (French, Japanese and rest-of-world for the investment grade case, and French, German and Nordic lenders for the junk case).
On the whole, these results do not support the monitoring hypothesis, but again it is important to note that the results do NOT imply that monitoring is an unimportant activity of banks, only that differences in lender nationality per se do not appear strongly related to loan pricing. In passing, these results also hint that the distance between lender and borrower headquarters does not matter much for pricing in the syndicated loan market. This is unsurprising, but different than in the small business loan market (e.g. Degryse and Ongena 2005).
Multiproduct package pricing
Market participants often suggest that loan spreads are related to the amount of other business that lending banks do with the borrower (see also Drucker and Puri 2004) . If the incidence of such bundling differs across markets it might account for the differences in pricing we observe. Although we observe only loans and not other purchases from banks, we expect that any bundling effects would grow weaker the larger the number of lenders in the syndicate and the larger the number of small lenders in the syndicate. This is because all syndicate members receive the same contract interest rate spread. It seems unlikely that a large number of banks would all achieve similar sales of ancillary business to the borrower. Moreover, small banks seem less likely to be involved in ancillary business because the range of products they offer is typically narrower than at large banks. Thus, this hypothesis implies that loans involving more small banks should carry higher spreads.
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To control for package-pricing effects, we include in separate variants of the base-case factor model: 1) Dummy variables for the number of lenders in the syndicate; and 2) Dummy variables for the number of "small" lenders in the syndicate. Our measure of bank size is based on the number of Loanware database loans in which the lender and its parent or affiliates participate. A "small" lender is one that was party to less than 1000 loans.
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Results for these variants are reported in Table 13 . Coefficients on a number-of-lendersgreater-than-20 dummy variable are positive and significant for both investment-grade and junk regressions, consistent with the hypothesis (3-to-6 lenders is the omitted category). However, the coefficients are rather small economically, European-market dummy coefficients are essentially unchanged from the base case, and for junk loans the coefficient on a 7-to-20 lenders dummy is negative and significant. Coefficients on dummies indicating loans with four or more small lenders are positive and significant for both junk and investment-grade cases, and the coefficient for the junk case is economically material, but again the European-market dummy coefficients are not materially different than in Table 7 .
We interpret these results as weak support for the existence of package pricing. It is possible that the negligible impact on European market dummy variable coefficients occurs because syndicate size is a poor proxy for the importance of multiproduct influences on loan pricing, or that package-pricing considerations are generally more important in Europe than in the U.S. even if cross-sectional variations are similar (which would be not captured by our testing strategy).
However, it is not clear why package-pricing effects would be stronger on average for belowinvestment-grade borrowers, which would be necessary to explain the pattern of spread differences we observe. Overall, we cannot rule out that package pricing accounts for the pricing differences we observe. However, neither do the data strongly support the hypothesis. 
Rating agencies apply different standards to different borrowers
Many non-U.S. borrowers complain of a U.S. bias on the part of Moody's and S&P. If such rating agencies grade non-U.S. borrowers as riskier than actually-equivalent-risk U.S. borrowers, we would expect to see lower average spreads in the European market, which is dominated by European borrowers, than in the U.S. market. In this case, European borrowers assigned a given agency grade would be safer than U.S. borrowers in the same grade and would borrow at lower spreads, presuming the market perceives and prices risk correctly.
This explanation is difficult to test directly because it amounts to a hypothesis of omittedvariable bias in our factor model results and a perfect proxy for such bias is not available.
Moreover, our sample of European loans is too small to provide meaningful measures of ex post default rates by grade, which in a large sample and in the long run should reveal any bias.
However, several pieces of evidence weigh against this hypothesis:
• Ammer and Packer (2000) find no evidence of geographic differences in default rates by grade.
• We include a measure of credit risk that should be unaffected by any rating bias. We matched the pricing sample with a database of month-end KMV EDFs for North American, European, and Asian firms from 1999 on (we were able to find EDFs only for about 60% of observations). When EDF is included in base-case regressions using this reduced sample, both overall and separately for investment-grade and junk-rated firms), its coefficient is positive and significant, but the European-market dummy coefficients are similar to values obtained in the same subsample without EDF. Rating dummy coefficients also remain similar. KMV's model is calibrated using defaults of U.S. firms, so it is possible that the calibration may not be as appropriate for European firms as U.S. firms. However, even if biased, EDFs are unlikely to have the same biases as ratings, so
including EDFs in the model should reduce the European market effect if the effect is an artifact of rating biases, but no material reduction occurs.
• Average bond spreads by grade should differ across the two markets if ratings are biased, not just loan spreads, but Mahajan and Fraser (1986) find no difference, and our simple empirical exercise discussed previously corroborates their finding.
• U.S. firms should pay the same spreads in the European market and in the U.S. market, but results presented previously imply otherwise.
• If ratings are biased by borrower nationality, it seems likely the bias would be smaller for the industrialized European nations that form the bulk of our pricing sample, and especially for the U.K., which has a market-oriented financial system similar to the U.S.
Thus, we would expect differences in European-and U.S.-market simple mean spreads in Table 5 to be larger when emerging-market borrowers are included in the sample, as in Panel B of Table 5 , but in fact they are smaller.
• Parameter estimates for rating dummies reported in Table 7 imply that, to be the main explanation, any difference in rating agency standards across markets must vary with credit quality and, for loans to junk lenders, must be large. As shown in Table 7 , for loans to investment-grade firms, the difference in spreads across markets is about 20 basis points. Because the difference from one rating dummy coefficient to the next in column 2 is not far from 20 bps, a difference in the rating agency standards implicitly would amount to about one tick on the scale. But for loans to below-investment-grade firms, the cross-market difference is about 70 bps on average, which is approximately the difference between the coefficients on BB and B-dummies, or four ticks on the scale.
We believe the latter would represent an implausibly large bias.
Firm size, and borrower financial characteristics
A number of hypotheses discussed previously might be invoked in support of an assertion that larger firms should pay smaller spreads, other things equal. In our pricing sample, European-market borrowers are larger on average than U.S.-market borrowers. Thus, the crossmarket price difference might be due to omission of firm size from our specifications. Loan size, while highly correlated with firm size in other studies, is an imperfect proxy. Only loan size is available for our full sample. However, we obtained financial statement data for as much of the 1999-2002 KMV EDF subsample as possible, including total assets, market-to-book value of assets, and measures of cash flow, profitability, and book leverage. Inclusion of a variety of combinations of such variables in the factor model does not have a material effect on the price difference across markets.
Results for one variant appear in Table 14 . The left panel shows results for the base specification in this much smaller subsample. The right panel shows results when EDF and financial statement variables are included. Firm size is represented by the log of total assets, leverage by the ratio of total debt to assets, cash flow by the ratio of EBITDA to assets (ROA), and market-to-book is the ratio of (assets less book common equity plus market value of common equity) to assets. We found a materially non-linear relationship for cash flow, which is represented by dummies that correspond to each quartile plus a dummy for observations with negative ROA. Each variable is statistically significant in some specifications or subsamples, but the price difference across markets remains statistically and economically significant. The only other interesting auxiliary result not shown is that when firm size is represented by dummies for each sample quartile of total assets, first-quartile (relatively small) firms pay higher spreads, but other variations in firm size do not matter for spreads.
Regulation
McCauley and Seth (1992) argue that, through the early 1990s, Japanese banks had a lower cost of capital than other banks because their regulators permitted them to operate with smaller capital ratios. However, the Basel Accord harmonized capital regulation beginning in 1992.
Other bank regulations differed across nations even within Europe during our sample period, so if regulations are responsible for the price differences we observe, the lender-nationality dummies used to investigate the monitoring explanation should pick them up. That is, regulation should cause lenders from a given nation to behave differently everywhere, so lender nationality should be significantly correlated with price differences. But, as noted previously, including dummy variables for lender nationality does not materially affect the explanatory power of the factor model.
A number of European banks are wholly or partly state-owned or are cooperatives. Such banks may not have profit as their primary objective and some enjoy government guarantees of their liabilities. For European banks participating in 50 or more of our sample loans, we identified those that are state-owned or cooperatives and included in regressions a dummy for any-such-banks-in-the-syndicate and a variable giving the share of such banks in the syndicate.
Neither variable was statistically significant and the European market effect on spreads was not much affected (not shown in tables).
Portfolio diversification effects
The contribution of a loan to a bank's portfolio credit risk posture (equivalently, the systematic risk it bears) may affect the loan's interest rate spread in a manner that differs systematically with nationality. The conventional benchmark case in which all investors in an asset class hold the world portfolio for that class is not realistic for banks because part of their portfolios are associated with domestic small business and consumer loans originated through branch networks. However, as shown in Table 12 and discussed in section 5.2, coefficients on the fraction of lenders with each nationality interacted with the market dummy often do not differ significantly within a nationality, suggesting that lenders do not vary their hurdle rates by market. Moreover, coefficients should be smaller (more negative) for the interaction not associated with the lender's home market, but just the opposite occurs in all the cases where the difference is significant.
Legal regime
La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer, and Vishny (1997) and others suggest that a country's legal tradition influences the nature and efficiency of its financial system. Legal tradition rather than nationality per se might drive some of the nationality-related explanations presented previously. However, when we group borrowers by the legal tradition of their country of 32 Domestic banks tend to have more branches than foreign banks because of a first-mover advantage that is at least partly due to the history of regulation.
domicile (using Table 2 of La Porta et al), we find results qualitatively similar to those using our groupings of borrower nationality.
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Increased competition associated with evolution toward a single European market
Santos and Tsatsaronis (2003) find substantial changes in underwriting costs borne by issuers in European bond markets as the euro came into use. They argue that reduced legal and regulatory barriers increasingly favor underwriters operating at large scale, which in turn has led to greater competition between established underwriters and new entrants as each attempts to be among the survivors. Although U.S.-based commercial and investment banks have increased their activities in the European market over the past decade, increased competition associated with European integration does not explain the fairly stable difference in investment-grade loan spreads that we observe since 1992.
Tax and liquidity effects
Recent empirical analyses of bond spreads, such as Elton, Gruber, Agrawal and Mann (2001) and Collin-Dufresne, Goldstein and Martin (2001) Conventional noise in measured prices, due to bid-ask bounce or thin trading, is also not a problem because we use loan contract spreads. Differences across markets in the secondary market liquidity of loans are also unlikely to explain the price difference we observe: Even the relatively large loans we examine were almost completely illiquid in both markets for most of our sample period and, to the extent that secondary-market liquidity is developing, our conversations with market participants imply more rapid development in the U.S. than in Europe. Table 15 reports results for full-scale specifications that include variables that appear in one or more of Tables 7-13. We do not attempt to show every combination of variables reported or discussed previously. To make the presentation tractable, we display all variables from the base specification (except industry dummies), shown on the first page of Table 15 . The second page reports estimates for additional non-price terms, differences in borrower and lender nationality or 33 Syndicated loan contracts often specify that either New York law or U.K. law will govern disputes among the parties to the contract, so most such disputes outside of bankruptcy will be resolved under laws in the English tradition, perhaps limiting the relevance of the borrower's home-country legal tradition. In the event of bankruptcy, most borrowers file in their home country and local legal tradition may be more relevant, but in this case, either the legal-tradition or borrower-nationality dummies should be significant, and they are not.
Results with all variables included, and summary comparison
region, fractions of syndicate lenders with each nationality, and the number of small lenders in the syndicate. Results are qualitatively similar to those reported previously, with negative and economically and statistically significant coefficients on the European market dummy variables.
Panel B replaces those dummies with a set of dummies for borrower nationality within Europe.
As in Table 11 , what is of interest is not whether individual coefficients differ from zero (we expect that many will), but whether coefficients are similar across countries. With the caveats about Germanic and Mediterranean borrowers mentioned earlier, we cannot reject similarity, that is, it is region that matters, not nationality.
It is worth noting that we obtained results when both borrower and lender nationality dummies are included in specifications but do not display them because there is substantial apparent colinearity. When we include both sets of variables in the regressions, none are statistically significant and coefficient values are quite sensitive to small changes in specification, making the estimates rather uninformative. Table 16 summarizes the impact that the full set of factors shown in Panel A of Table 15 has on the difference between average spreads in Europe and the U.S. Panel A of Table 16 shows simple mean differences without any controls, and panel B shows the European-market dummy coefficient estimates from the full regression model run separately for loans to borrowers in each grade. For the investment grades, differences between the U.S. and European markets grow larger with the addition of controls, not smaller. For the junk grades the changes are mixed, but point estimates change little on the whole. Results in Table 16 are also quite similar to those in Table 9 , where only the base specification was used.
As noted in our discussion of Table 9 , although we can reject hypotheses that average spread differences are the same in 1999-2002 as in 1992-98 for the A and B grades, we interpret the overall evidence as being consistent with no trend because test results are not very robust. For example, if we eliminate loans to A-rated borrowers originated during 2000, point estimates of differences change a little, but the p-value for the test of equality of early-and late-period spread differences changes to 0.19.
Concluding remarks
We offer evidence that syndicated corporate loan spreads are significantly smaller in Europe than in the U.S., suggesting that a market-location factor is correlated with economically important components of the intermediation process. Systematic differences across the two markets in loan and borrower characteristics do not appear to account for the pricing difference.
Importantly, nationality per se, such as borrower or lender nationality within Europe, is not highly correlated with spreads when controls for risk are included. The relatively small number of U.S. firms that issue in the European market pay European-market spreads, not U.S.-market spreads. These and other facts cast doubt on many potential explanations drawn from the literature on financial intermediation, including explanations focusing on differences in asymmetric information and moral hazard, creditor rights, multi-product pricing discounts, rating dynamics, and regulation. While many of our proxy variables are correlated with loan spreads, differences in spreads in the two markets remain. We also find little evidence of a trend toward convergence of spreads.
We describe the pricing difference as a puzzle because its size and persistence is suggestive of an equilibrium phenomenon (a pure failure of arbitrage on this scale by the large, sophisticated participants in the syndicated loan market is difficult to accept). Several avenues of future research might solve the puzzle and enhance understanding of corporate finance and financial intermediation.
One avenue might focus on why borrowers do not cross borders. We find that borrowers domiciled in a region that hosts a major syndicated loan market usually issue there. However, borrowers domiciled elsewhere generally choose to issue in Europe, where spreads are lower.
This suggests that issuing out of home market is costly, potentially explaining why so few U.S. firms issue in Europe, which is an important element of the puzzle.
We show that lender portfolios display significant home bias. Our paper contributes to the home bias literature by revealing substantial pricing differences that appear to persist in part because of home bias. Research that reveals how home bias interferes with arbitrage by lenders, and why home bias persists in equilibrium, might also help solve our puzzle.
However, a full explanation of the loan pricing puzzle must explain not only why price differences are not competed away by lenders and borrowers, but also what causes the differences to open up. Thus, our evidence indicates that economically important aspects of financial intermediation and corporate finance remain to be discovered. That is, loans made in the European and U.S. markets may differ materially along some dimension that is relevant to price but that has received little attention. One possibility is that important mechanisms have not yet been modeled. Another is that mechanisms already in the literature work differently in Europe and the U.S. If the latter is the case, research that reveals how and why the workings of such mechanisms depend on region (but not on nationality per se) would be valuable. The sample is restricted to loans to borrowers for which a rating is available on the date the loan contract is signed. Ratings are the riskier of Moody's and S&P's rating if both are available. Spreads are all-in measures that include the contract spread on outstanding balances plus annual fee plus any upfront fee prorated over the original term to maturity of the loan. Fixed-rate loans, loans with no spread information, notes, and loans with purposes ESOP, debtor-in-possession, and private placements are excluded. Table 6 . Some nonprice terms of syndicated loans and borrower characteristics
Data for the full sample are for all multi-lender loans reported in Loanware as made in the three markets during 1992-2002. Data for the regression sample are restricted to loans to borrowers in industrialized nations and for which ratings and spreads at issuance are available. Fixed-rate loans, notes, and loans with purposes ESOP, debtorin-possession, and private placements are excluded from both samples. The dependent variable in OLS regressions is the all-in spread on outstanding loan balances. Coefficients of particular interest are those on the "European market" dummies (which indicate loans issued there). All independent variables are dummies except the log of loan size. Rating migrations are measured from the loan contract date to one year after the contract date. Only loans to borrowers rated A+ or riskier and B-or better on the loan contract date are included. "Investment Grade" is A+ to BBB-in this context. "Junk Grades" are BB+ to B-. (1) All Grades (2) Investment Grade (3) Junk Grades Table 8 . Base case factor model augmented with maturity, seniority, amortization
The dependent variable in OLS regressions is the all-in spread on outstanding loan balances. The specification and data are identical to the base specification reported in Table 7 apart from the addition of variables shown at the bottom of the table (Bullet loan through Maturity more than six years). A bullet loan is one for which no principal is due before maturity. Data are from the regression sample, which is restricted to loans to borrowers in industrialized nations and for which ratings and spreads at issuance are available. Fixed-rate loans, loans with no spread information, notes, and loans with purposes ESOP, debtor-in-possession, and private placements are excluded. Table 11 . Base-case factor model augmented with country-of-borrower dummies.
The dependent variable in OLS regressions is the all-in spread on outstanding loan balances. The specification and data are identical to the base specification reported in Table 7 apart from the addition of variables following the "Borrower nationality dummies" subheading. Loan size, loan type, loan purpose, fee information, and multi-entity obligor dummies are included in the regressions but not shown. The dependent variable in OLS regressions is the all-in spread on outstanding loan balances. The specification and data are identical to the base specification reported in Table 7 apart from the addition of variables following the "Fraction of lenders with each nationality" subheading. Panel A includes all lenders in a syndicate in computing fractions whereas Panel B includes only lead lenders. Loan size, loan type, loan purpose, fee information, and multi-entity obligor dummies are included in the regressions but not shown to save space. The dependent variable in OLS regressions is the all-in spread on outstanding loan balances. Coefficients of particular interest are those on the "European market" dummies (which indicate loans issued there). All independent variables are dummies except the log of loan size. Rating migrations are measured from the loan contract date to one year after the contract date. Only loans to borrowers rated A+ or riskier and B-or better on the loan contract date are included. "Investment Grade" is A+ to BBB-in this context. "Junk Grades" are BB+ to B-. Note: the symbol <> means "not equal to" Table 16 . Average spread differences without and with controls (Europe-U.S.)
Panels A and B display means of European-market less U.S.-market spreads before without controlling for borrower and loan characteristics and with controls, respectively. In Panel B, differences are the coefficients on Europeanmarket dummy variables for each time period from regressions identical to the full specification reported in Table  14 , except run separately for loans to borrowers in each grade. The columns with labels beginning with H0 report p-values for hypothesis tests that estimated differences equal zero (second and fourth columns) and for a test that early-period and late-period differences are identical (far right column). Estimates are the coefficients on dummy variables that interact a European-market dummy with year dummies, from separate regressions for loans to borrowers in each grade. Apart from the use of year-specific European-market dummies, regression specifications were the same as the base specification reported in Table 7 . 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 BB-Europe B-Europe
